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By the aid of this table; a table of intensity distribution M2f2(z) along the coordinate z\ and the following relative intensities,
X         0.687     0.656      0.589      0.527      0.494     0.486     0.449      0.431
I          20          86          250         152         121         134         163        74
Pernter has constructed Figs. 180 and 181 that show the intensity distributions of these several colors due to drops of 0.5 and 0.05 mm. radius, respectively.
It still remains to determine the color at any particular point at which the relative intensities of the several colors are known. This can be done by the aid of Maxwell's1 color triangle, as explained in detail by Pernter-Exner.2
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FIG. 181.—Distributions of colors by drops of 0.05 mm. radius.
Relation of Size of Drop
Airy expression for the amplituue ui imc ,_
point by the effective portion of the emitted wave front involves the factor (Xa2)^ it is evident that the corresponding intensity, which is proportional to the square of the amplitude, will be proportional to (Xa2)^. This, however, is based on the assumption that the effective light from the drop comes strictly from the line of a great circle. As a matter of fact, it actually comes from a narrow belt whose effective angular width, as measured from the center of the drop, is inversely proportional to the curvature, or directly to the radius a, and inversely proportional to the wave length.3 Hence, the actual intensity is proportional to X~~^a^.
A larger fraction of the short wave length light is effective, therefore, than of the long. Further, the rainbow bands produced by very small droplets are not only broad, as previously explained, but also feeble, and as their colors necessarily are faint they frequently are not distinguished—the bow appearing as a mere white band. In fact, the above theory of the rainbow, involving interference from different sections of the brighter or Descartes portion of the wave.front, does not apply to droplets of fog size and smaller, since interference either does not occur there or, at best, only at a large angle from the minimum ray. When
1  Trans. Rotj. Soc., p. 57, 1860.
2 " Meteorologische Optik."
3 MASCART, C. R., 115; 453, 1892.

